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Amalia. Searching for a Hero
The role of the Romantic hero in Amalia by Jose Marmol stands
out as the feature of the novel least agreed upon by critics. The hero defies
simple classification, leaving his identity and even his existence in question.
The search for the hero has been extensive but dissatisfying. Taking into
account the diversity of the hero and the possibility of a split identity, a
study of the two male protagonists as halves of a single hero reveals the
structure of the heroic portrayal and by extension of the novel as a whole.

In the nineteenth century, the Romantic hero exercises a special
fascination. According to Walter L. Reed in his book Meditations on the
Hero. A Study of the Romantic Hero in Nineteenth Century Fiction, such
a hero presents "unique possibilities,• as well as "problems" (3). The
Romantic hero rises above nonnal men and proves superior to the norms of
corrupt society. His superiority enables him to confront social forms of
injustice, demonstrating mythic characteristics of a classical hero. However .
his particular sense of destiny separates him from a Classic hero. In
contrast, the Romantic hero acknowledges that he may be unable to solve
every problem that presents itself in his path (Bishop 5). Ideally, he shows
himself to be "that singular and energetic individual whose character
contains his fate, who dominates as well as represents the society around
him" (Reed 1). If, however, the society proves inherently stronger than the
hero, then the hero will fail. The fascination of the Romantics centers on
the emotional and mental reactions of the hero throughout the struggle.
The inherent make-up of the Romantic hero intensifies the
precarious position in which the hero finds himself. Unlike traditional
heroes that presupposed a "united and integral being,• the Romantic hero
finds co~flict within his internal identity (Reed 10). Fully aware of the
consequences, he must choose between a duty that will most likely lead to
his destruction and submission to a system he sees as unjust. Either choice
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leaves him unhappy, unfulfilled and looking for a means of escape. His
identity crisis may result in a split personality:

The dialectical tensions in which the Romantic hero is
involved do not produce a satisfactory synthesis but at
best a tenous equilibrium which breaks down eventually
and leads either to the hero's self-destruction or to a
paralysis of the will or heroic resolve. (Bishop 18)
During the period of equilibrium, the hero struggles to balance "the
subjective and objective dimensions of seltbood" (Reed 28). This union
departs from an earlier Classic model in which two figures represent one
complete deity. The creation of opposing deitites united links many
mythologies. In the Far East, Yin and Yan depict the ideal; in ancient
Greece and Rome, the twins; and in Egypt, Horus and Seth. In her book,
The Hero: Myth/Image/Symbol, Dorothy Nonnan discusses the relationship
and importance of these mythic deitites; neither can exist without the other.
They "represent symbolically the opposing yet complementary forces within
ourselves and in the world" (38). This universal concept of dualism
suggests that in Amalia the two heroes exist in a symbiotic relationship. To
prove. this hypothesis, one must consider that 1) The two protagonists
replace a single protagonist; 2) they represent "opposing yet complementary
forces"; and finally, 3) one can classify both the protagonists as mythic
heroes. An affirmative answer leads the reader to believe that such a model
binds the narrative; the s~ory cannot escape the pattern imposed by the
mythic hero role.
Both Eduardo and Daniel present problems if chosen as the solitary
Romantic protagonist. Although Eduardo is definetely the more sentimental
of the two, the environment of the novel does not often reflect his
sentiments. When he and Amalia talk of the future, Eduardo creates a
fantasy world in which they can live together. The world exists in "un cielo
tan puro, • as pure as Amalia's soul (385). He must create a fantasy world

.
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to house and protect his love for her because the reality of Buenos Aires
under the Rosas dictatorship degenerates into hatred and fear, the antithesis
of Eduardo's sentiments. Placing an ideal so pure in such a negative
environment could only contaminate their love. Eduardo's ideals alienate
him from the real world. In addition to lacking the Romantic correlation
of hero and Nature, he also lacks the control of the plot. When the -novel
begins, Eduardo seems to have control, but he immediately falls into a trap
set by the antagonists of the novel and must cede his power to Daniel.
After the first chapter and the transition of control, Edaurdo only appears
in 10 chapters, and in only one chapter without the accompanying figure of
Daniel. In a novel of 77 chapters, this feature denies him the function of
being the primary character.

Daniel also makes a defective Romantic hero. Grana faults Bello
for being more intelligent than passionate: •No es apasionado ni tiene las
cualidades romanticas que caracterizan a Belgrano. Es un personaje
eminentemente polftico, astuto, capaz de adecuarse a las circustancias ... •
(206). He does adjust to circumstances; he acts reasonable rather than with
blind emotion to each situation. That does not mean that emotions mean
nothing to him, simply that like a true Romantic hero he does not allow his
emotions to rule unreined. Furthermore, proclaiming Daniel the hero,
Amalia would not observe the tendency of most Romantic novels to use the
name of either the hero or his love interest. If this were the case, the novel
would more likely be named Daniel Bello or Florencja.
A consideration of the Romantic hero, reveals that he does not
remain a simple, unified being. The author involves him •in a set of
relatioships both dialectical and dynamic .... His identity is never completely
fixed but is in a process of evolution or devolution• (Reed 10). In the case ·
of Eduardo and Daniel, the devolution results in the fragmentation of one
hero into two. The importance of their relationship has not gone unnoticed
by the critics. Bratosevich writes, •1a escisi6n en dos protagonistas
masculinos con actitudes diferentes ya es significativa• (•Marmol" 428).
In a different article he stresses the dialectic movement of the two: "Frente
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al incauto Eduardo, idealista de sola pieza, se mueve dialecticamente su
astuto amigo Daniel•(• Amalia• 37). Eduardo represents space 8Ild passion
while Daniel represents action and reason. Combining the different
elements by fusing Eduardo and Daniel creates a complete cosmos with
space, action, emotion and reason.
The novel begins on Belgrano street; although it was named for an
ancestor of Edaurdo, the name Belgrano links him to a real space in Buenos
Aires. Later in the work, Amalia tells Eduardo that she can see him in an
ideal world, •en un espacio diafano• (283). As for the emot\onal side, the
author does not depict Eduardo's rarely bridled passion as a particular fault,
but as a valiant characteristic. Marmol embellishes this passionate nature
by describing Eduardo's heart in admirable terms, •coraz6n valiente y
generoso• (14) and •coraz6n altivo, franco y valiente• (183).
Daniel as Eduardo's opposite moves the narrative. He interacts
with all the other characters. The action moves along due to his mental
processes. He purposely controls their actions, sometimes even resorting
to coercion. Daniel views reason as superior to emotion; for example, in
the meeting with the young Unitarians, Daniel urges them to put reason
before emotion: •Tengamos 16gica antes que entusiasmo• (179). If these
men follow his lead, he believes they, too, will have the ability to control
others and achieve their goals.

The evaluation of Eduardo and Daniel as mythic heroes begins with
Northrop Frye's definition of a myth: •If superior in kind both to other men
and to the environment of other men, the hero is a diving being, and the
story about him will be a myth in the common sense of a story about a god"
(33). Both protagonists exhibit traits bestowed by God, making them
superior beings. •Privilegiada por Dios" (14) Eduardo holds his own in a
battle against four men (15). He also surpasses his environment. Amalia
tells Eduardo that she sees him in an instant of ecstasy "en que una fuerza
sobrenatural parece desprenderse de la Tierra" (383). l)aniel hails from a
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superior region, as well. When he first appears, he seems •como cafdo del
cielo, • a being •enviado por la Providencia" (17) able to finish the fight
against the four men that Eduardo started.
The two united fit the mythic mold of opposite and complementary
deities. One can easily find the similarities between them and the two
interdependent gods, Seth and Horus. Of the two, Seth represents · the
impulse and Horus signifies the resulting action:
Seth suggests earth, matter, preservation, prosperity,
longevity. He is a basis of life, yet that which opposes
change. He is the red, wild bull. From one point of
view he is the lower aspect of procreative power. He is
both resistance and the intrument of becoming. Horus, on
the other hand, represents order. He is the objective of
the release of creative energy in man: namely the heroic
process and goal. (Norman 39)
Eduardo embodies Seth, symbolizing space/earth and pure
passion/wild bull. Daniel takes on the figure of Horus as he craves order:

No hay nada, mi querido Eduardo, que se explica con
facilidad que mi caracter, porque el no es otra cosa
que una expresi6n candida de las leyes etemas de la
Naturaleza. Todo, en el orden ffsico como en el orden
moral...(187)

mas

The symbol for action in Amalia, Daniel also mirrors Horus as the source
of energy.
By comparing Eduardo and Daniel to Seth and Horus, the reader
can see the implications of such a relatioship in the narrative. The two
protagonists, being interdependent, must necessarily affect each other in the
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movement of the action. One would expect their movements to correspond
with those of Seth and Horus. Therefore, one must note a fmal
characterization of Seth and Horus:
Seth is, as it were, the shadow of Horus; a god of
bondage who sets the problems that the hero in man must
solve. It is the very inert quality of Seth that stimulates
Horus to develop: to become the ascending one: to follow
the path of the hero. (Norman 38)
In the analysis of the text, ideally Eduardo will provoke the action and
Daniel will try to solve the problems that a hero must face.
Indeed, Eduardo does provide the impetus of the action, making his
role pivotal, even though he only appears in about one-quarter of the novel.
In the beginning, he tries to leave without Daniel's help, fails and Daniel
must rescue him, which draws Daniel into the intrigue. Eduardo's only
other singular appearace in the text occurs when he and Amalia plan their
future. Once again, Eduardo can only plan; Daniel takes an active role in
executing the wedding and escape. Finally, at the end of the novel, during
the battle with the Mazorca, Eduardo charges Daniel to save Amalia, the
essence of his being.
The path set by Eduardo links Daniel to the plot and thereby gives
him the need for existence; without Eduardo's problems, there would be no
need for Daniel. Yet Eduardo would not be able to exist without Daniel.
Symbolically, Daniel brings Eduardo into being by naming him in the
beginning chapter. The manner in which he pronounces Eduardo's name
shows the feelings that reflect their relatioship: "El nombre de este es
pronunciado luego por el desconocido con toda la expresi6n del cariiio y de
la incertidumbre" (17). There exists a certain affinity due to their
interdependence, but the uncertainty arises from not knowing what Eduardo
will lead him to do next.
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Daniel, fulfilling the Romantic requirement of heroic selfawareness, acknowledges the dependence. He feels that the problems for
Eduardo arose because he was not with him when Eduardo tried to leave
Buenos Aires, •iy no haber estado contigo yo!• (18). And when Edaurdo
immediately discourages his involvement, Daniel refuses to leave his friend
in order to save himself. The scene repeats itself when in the end of the
novel Daniel cannot leave Eduardo to fight the enemy alone, but rather
stays to fight with him. He will not leave his friend although the loyalty or
dependance may cost him his life.
This interdependent dualism impregnates the last episode of Amalia
with a fatal sense of destiny. The two heroes who have often gone their
separate ways in the novel reunite in an effort to fight the common enemy.
They alone fight a group of the Mazorca. Symbolically they unite
themselves by alienating the others both physically and spiritually.
Physically, they build a barricade to stop the presen~ of the Mazorca in
their space. Spiritually they communicate in a forei,ig language so their
thoughts will not be understood by the others. Once they have merged or
bonded into a single unit, their destinies become one. As always, Eduardo
starts the action. He dies from a wound to the chest, the representative
region for the passion that he embodies. Drained of passion and spirit, he
drops his head as a last involuntary action. Metaphorically, he has
abandoned Daniel, the head of the symbiotic duo. Therefore, Daniel, who
has become one with Eduardo; also loses his spirit. With bis spiritual .
counterpart gone, the enemy profoundly wounds Daniel in the bead, the
place of reason. Daniel has mental control, but reason alone does not
suffice. The two characters fuse so completely that neither can exist
without the other.
Eduardo and Daniel are thus interdependent halves of a single
Romantic hero. Their fusion solves the problem of claiming either one of
them as a weak or imperfect Romantic hero. Separately they lack the
overall coherence that would make them superhuman and superior to their
world. However, in conjunction they do provide the novel with a hero that
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more evenly struggles against the norms of a corrupt society. Daniel brings
to the union awareness, and Eduardo brings Romantic passion. Marmol has
created an ideal world that is more universal than previously considered.
The utilization of mythic Romantic protagonists opens Amalia to a field that
encompasses more than just Argentine politics. Marmol shows an aptitutde
for creating a metaphorical work of literature that presents the fragmentation
and destruction of a Romantic hero. The consolidation of Daniel and
Eduardo resolves the question of identy of the Romantic hero in Amalia.
As with most Romantic heroes, their fragmentation causes the narrative to
end with their self-destruction.
Denise McCaslin
University of Kentucky
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